Comments received for
ISO 639-3 Change Request
2019-045

Outcome: Partially Approved
Effective date: January 23, 2020
Registration Authority decision on Change Request no. 2019-045: to split the code element [bfa] for Bari and create the code elements [rbi] for Bari and [ukv] for Kuku.

The request to split the code element [bfa] and create two code elements [rbi] for Bari and the code [ukv] for Kuku is partially approved. The Registrar found that only one document in OLAC under [bfa] referred to Kuku by name, and that the references in the Glottolog bibliography on Bari did not refer to Kuku. It was decided that a less disruptive decision would be to identify Kuku as a simple “create” and not to retire/split the code for Bari [bfa]. Therefore, the language Kuku is given the code [ukv], but Bari retains its earlier code [bfa].